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Abstract: 
Influence overlap is a universal phenomenon in influence spreading for social networks. In this paper, 
we argue that the redundant influence generated by influence overlap cause negative effect for maximizing 
spreading influence. Firstly, we present a theoretical method to calculate the influence overlap and record 
the redundant influence. Then in term of eliminating redundant influence, we present two algorithms, 
namely, Degree-Redundant-Influence (DRS) and Degree-Second-Neighborhood (DSN) for multiple 
spreaders identification. The experiments for four empirical social networks successfully verify the 
methods, and the spreaders selected by the DSN algorithm show smaller degree and k-core values. 
Keywords:  influence maximization, influence overlap, redundant influence, social network. 
Introduction: 
Maximizing influence spreading for social networks is implemented by identifying a set of 
influential nodes as initial spreaders to active maximized excepted number of nodes, which has attracted 
much attention in recent years (Kempe et al., 2003a; Cao et al., 2011; Morone and Makse, 2015). For the 
multiple spreaders identification, the interactions among spreaders play more important role compared 
with single vital node identification, regarding to structure properties and activity patterns among the 
spreaders (Lü et al., 2016). As the influential nodes in social networks generally tend to be concentrated 
(Zhou et al., 2017), the influence thet spread will overlap with others to generate redundant influence 
which is invalid for influence maximization (Jung et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2018). As shown in Fig.1, the 
total influence exerted on node v1 from spreaders 𝑠1 𝑠2 and 𝑠3 has exceed its upper limit and generate 
redundant influence from the view of infected probability. Recent researches have paid attention to 
reducing influence overlap, including decreasing spreaders similarity (Liu et al., 2017), keeping spreaders 
disconnected (Ma et al., 2016) and iteratively removing the selected spreaders (Chen and Wang, 2009) to 
maximize spreading infleunce. However, only excessive influence overlap will cause nagetive effect for 
influence maximization. Empirical analysis found that information can diffuse to the whole network if it 
breaks through the partial blockade (Hu et al., 2018). And the influence overlap of spreaders in local 
region can produce synergistic effects to improve information spreading ability (Flores et al., 2012; 
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Piedrahita et al., 2018). As showed in Fig.1, the influence overlap of spreaders 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 has increased the 
infected probability of node v3 while not cause redundant influence. So eliminating the redundant influence 
generated by the influence overlap is one of the key issue for maximizing spreading influence, rather than 
completely reducing influence overlap. While previous work focused on reducing the influence overlap of 
spreaders and few researches have provided metrics to measure the part of redundant influence generated 
by influence overlap. In this paper, we identify the redundant influence from influence overlap and argue 
its negative effect for maximizing spreading influence.   
Firstly, the influence overlap is defined as an intuitive phenomenon that existing more than one 
spreaders can influence the same non-spreader node together (Granovetter, 1977; Yang and Huang, 2017), 
which is showed in Fig.1(a). Previous work have quantified the extent of overlap directly from the 
perspective of spreaders by their similarity (Liu et al., 2017), cosine (Sohn, 2001) and Euclidean distance 
(Burt and Talmud, 1993), but these methods failed to calculate the redundant influence generated by the 
influence overlap. To solve this problem, we present a theoretical method to measure the overlap influence 
from the view of non-spreader nodes based on their infected probability, and quantify the influence overlap 
by calculating the total influence exerted on each non-spreader node. The redundant influence exerted on a 
non-spreader node v as shown in Fig.1(b), is defined as the part of total influence exceeding its upper limit, 
which is denoted as RI(v). 
 
Figure 1. Illustration of the Influence Overlap (a) and Redundant Influence (b). 
Secondly, we present two algorithms for identifying multiple spreaders in term of eliminating the 
Redundant Influence to verify the validity of our method. One is a iterative algorithm namely 
Degree-Redundant-Influence (DRI) and the other one is a heuristic algorithm namely 
Degree-Second-order-Neighborhood (DSN). The DRI method constructed by eliminating the redundant 
influence when iteratively identifying each spreader. While the DSN method identifies the spreaders by a 
special rule resulting from an optimal problem aiming at minimizing redundant influence.  
Literature Review 
Directly finding out the spreader set to achieve maximized spreading influence has been proved to be 
an NP-hard problem (Kempe et al., 2003), so lots of algorithms have been proposed to select the most 
influential nodes to consist the spreader set (Ott et al., 2018; Valente and Fujimoto, 2010). One way is 
directly selecting spreaders according to their importance ordered by various centralized indices. Some 
based on local structure information such as degree centrality (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2002), 
nodes clustering coefficient (Ertem et al., 2016a), and others utilize the whole network structure, such as 
k-core decomposition (Larsen and Ellersgaard, 2017), h-index (Lü et al., 2016b), node betweenness (Bozzo 
and Franceschet, 2013). While purely utilizing these indices are not enough to distinguish the importance 
of each node, for example, Lin (Lin et al., 2014) found that the spreading influence for different nodes of 
the largest k-core node set are different, and Korn (Korn and Muthukrishnan, 2000) have proved that the 
neighbors of a node can also affect its influence spreading ability. By considering the neighbors’ k-core 
value, Bae (Bae and Kim, 2014) offered a two-step iterative algorithm, namely Neighborhood Coreness 
based method (NC), to integrate both local and whole network structure information. Although these 
methods are valid to distinguish the importance of different nodes, they ignored the phenomenon of 
influence overlap among spreaders (Chang et al., 2018). 
 The characteristic of influence dynamics and social network structure determine that influence 
overlap is important for influence maximization (Lü et al., 2016a). Empirical studies found that the 
structure of social network often present first- or second-order positive assortativity coefficient (Wood, 
2017; Zhou et al., 2017), that is, the influential spreaders often connect with each other or have common 
friends. Therefore, identifying spreaders only based on centralized indices will makes the influence of one 
spreader easily to overlap with others, which may further generate redundant influence (Z.-K. Zhang et al., 
2016). Recent studies have considered the effect of influence overlap and provided some algorithms for 
identifying multiple spreaders. One way is increasing the distance between spreaders to decrease the 
overlap influence area (Guo et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2014), the other one is removing the selected spreaders 
for each spreader identification (Chen and Wang, 2009; J. X. Zhang et al., 2016). 
 When using the distance to reduce the influence overlap, mainly use the Euclidean distance and local 
similarity between the nodes. Kitsak (Kitsak et al., 2010) found in their experiment that keeping spreaders 
disconnected can largely improve the influence spreading for multiple spreaders identification, no matter 
selecting spreaders based on node degree or k-core values. They demonstrated the importance of distance 
parameter among spreaders, which could effectively reduce influence overlap, but whether the distance is 
powerful in different situations and what is the optimal distance among spreaders are still unclear in their 
paper. Hu (Hu et al., 2014) had investigate the relationship of spreaders’ distance and influence spreading, 
the result showed that the effective of distance is affected by the network types, and in the same network, 
larger average degree and connection probability will result in a smaller optimal distance of the most 
effective spreading. And Guo (2016) demonstrated that adding distance parameter into coloring method 
(Zhao et al., 2014) can also obviously improve influence spreading, where each node is colored and the 
distance between initial nodes is equal to average network distance. As finding the optimal distance among 
each pair of spreaders is difficult, Liu (Liu et al., 2017) proposed local structure similarity (LSS) algorithm 
to reduce influence overlap by iteratively selecting the spreader whose similarity is below the artificial 
similarity threshold r with each selected ones. All above methods deal with the effect of influence overlap, 
but how to find the optimal parameters (i.e. spreaders distance, similarity threshold r) in different networks 
is still unclear. 
 The second way to reduce influence overlap is iteratively removing the selected spreaders in the 
network. Chen (Chen and Wang, 2009) proposed a Degree Discount (DD) algorithm that in each round, 
selecting the node based on degree centrality in the network and removing the selected spreader and its 
edges. Morone (Morone and Makse, 2015) firstly mapped the influence maximization problem into 
percolation theory to break the connection of network. They proposed a Collective Influence (CI) greedy 
algorithm, which determines the importance of the node via the degree of neighbors. And during each 
round of spreaders identification, they select the most important one and remove it from the network. 
Besides directly removing the selected spreaders, Zhang (J. X. Zhang et al., 2016) presented an iterative 
method called “VoteRank”, where all nodes vote in a spreader in each turn, and the voting ability of 
neighbors of elected spreader will be decreased in subsequent turn.  
All these multiple spreaders identification algorithms focused on the development of selection rules to 
reduce spreaders’ influence overlap, regardless maximizing the spreading influence in terms of the 
influence overlap. An interesting phenomenon observed by Hu (2018) is that the influence spreading often 
exhibits double peaks, that is, only by infecting enough local nodes can the influence be disseminated to 
the entire network. The empirical study about obesity spreading showed that the influence of a single 
people is within his/her three-order neighbors and decays exponentially with the propagation distance 
(Christakis and Fowler, 2007). So the overlap of spreaders’ influence can improve the infected probability 
of the nodes located at their common second or third-order neighbors, which is helpful for the influence 
diffused to the whole network. The influence overlap is therefor like a double-edged sword, proper overlap 
can improve the influence spreading, but excessive overlap will create negative effect (Liu et al., 2018). 
Thence, quantifying the influence overlap and eliminating the corresponding redundant influence play an 
crucial role for maximizing spreading influence. Inspired by this idea, we present a theoretical method to 
calculate the influence overlap and record the redundant influence exerted on each non-spreader nodes, 
which is denoted as RI(v). By eliminating the redundant influence calculated by our method, we present a 
greedy algorithm (DRI) and a heuristic algorithm (DSN) to compare with the state-in-the-art methods on 
SIR information spreading model. 
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: We will present a theoretical method to quantify the 
influence overlap and record the redundant influence, and present two methods based on eliminating 
redundant influence in Section 2. In Section 3, we will describes the data used in this paper. Section 4 and 
5 respectively shows the experiment results analysis and discusses the practical contribution of our 
algorithms. Finally, the conclusions and directions for the future work are given in Section 6. 
2. Methodology 
2.1 The definition of influence overlap 
 Influence overlap used to be described as a phenomenon in previous work, that is, more than two 
spreaders can infect the same node (Liu et al., 2017) . But the methods measuring the influence overlap 
habitually from the perspective of the spreaders, failed to quantify the redundant influence exerted on each 
non-spreader nodes (Sohn, 2001 & Burt and Talmud, 1993). So, in this paper, we give mathematical 
expressions of influence overlap as ∃ 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗 fit I(v,𝑠𝑖)>0 and I(v,𝑠𝑗)>0 where 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗  denotes any two spreaders 
and I(v, s) denotes the influence of spreader s exert on the node u. And the total influence exerted on node v 
from spreader set {𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗} is denoted as I (v,{𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗}). 
2.2 Quantifying the redundant influence 
 For a given network G ={V,E} where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of links in the network. Let 
𝑆 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, … , 𝑠𝑚} represent the m spreaders in the network. We use I(v,s) to measure the influence of 
spreader s exerted on node v, which is usually expressed by the probability that node v could be infected by 
spreader s in SIR model (Fang and Hu, 2018; Morales et al., 2014; Sewell, 2018). As the probability that 
node v will be infected cannot excess 1, so we have the upper limit of 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑠) fit: 
𝐼(𝑣, 𝑠) ≤ 1 .                                         (1) 
If we consider the spreader set 𝑆 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, … , 𝑠𝑚} as a whole to analyze the probability that they can 
infect a node v, we can get the upper limit of the probability that node v would be infected by the spreader 
set S as follows: 
                      𝐼(𝑣, 𝑆) ≤ 1 for 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 − 𝑆 .                              (2) 
After obtaining the upper limit of the infection probability of each node, we first calculate the 
probability of infection between any pair of nodes. Empirical studies (Christakis and Fowler, 2007) found 
that the valid influence range of a single person is within his/her third-order neighbors, and the strength of 
influence is generally exponentially decreasing as the range of propagation increases, which is showed at 
Fig.2(a) and denoted as 
𝐼(𝑣, 𝑠𝑖)𝑠𝑖∈𝑁1(𝑣) ≈ 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑠𝑗)
2
𝑠𝑗∈𝑁2(𝑣)
≈ 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑠𝑝)
3
𝑠𝑝∈𝑁3(𝑣)
 ,           (3) 
where 𝑁𝑖(𝑣) represents the set of ith-order neighbors of node v. The Eq. (3) indicates that if a node v is 
infected by one of his/her nearest friend with probability 𝛽, then it will be infected by one of his/her 
second-order friend with probability 𝛽2, and be infected by one of his/her third-order friend with 
probability 𝛽3. The decreasing relationship of influence spreading is consistent with the attenuation 
process when information is spreading on a single propagation path. So the infected probability between 
two nodes can decided by their relative location, which is determined by their shortest propagation path as 
showed in Fig.2. 
 
Figure2: Illustration of spreader influence attenuation (a) and the definition of relative position (b) 
Then we decompose the total influence exerted on a non-spreader node v based on the relative 
positions with each spreader. As the valid influence range of spreaders is limited within his/her third-order 
neighbors (Christakis and Fowler, 2007), we can substitute the I(v, S) as followed: 
𝐼(𝑣, 𝑆) =  ∑ ∑ 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑆𝑖𝑣) 
𝑆𝑖𝑣=(S∩𝑁𝑖(𝑣))
,
3
𝑖=1
                                                                                (4) 
where 𝑆𝑖𝑣 = (𝑆 ∩ 𝑁𝑖(𝑣)) = {𝑠𝑖𝑣
1 , 𝑠𝑖𝑣
2 , … 𝑠𝑖𝑣
𝑛𝑖} denotes the part of the spreader set S that locate at the ith-order 
neighbors of a non-spreader node v, and 𝑛𝑖 represent the number of spreaders in the 𝑆𝑖𝑣. In this paper, as 
we assumed that the spreading process starting simultaneously, so the spreaders locating at different order 
neighbors of node v will affect it at different time. Hence, the total influence exerted on the node v can be 
divided into three parts from different order neighbors (Zhou et al., 2018).  
Next, we analyze the spreaders in the same order neighbors of node v, such as 𝑠𝑗 and 𝑠𝑘 in the Fig.2 
(a), which can influence the non-spreader node v at the same time. In the SIR model, the influence from 
different spreaders are independent from each other, so the probability of node v will be infected by 
spreaders 𝑠𝑗 and 𝑠𝑘 follows Binomial distribution. In this paper, for a given infected probability 𝛽, the 
probability of node v be infected by the spreaders 𝑠𝑗 and 𝑠𝑘 in the Fig.2 is denoted as: 
𝐼(𝑣, {𝑠𝑗 , 𝑠𝑘} | 𝛽) = 1 − (1 − 𝛽
2)2,                                                                (5) 
where 𝛽2 is the probability for the node v will be infected by the spreader 𝑠𝑗  and 𝑠𝑘 which locate at the 
second-order neighbors of node v. Therefore, we abstract the influence from the part of spreader set 
𝑆𝑖𝑣which locate at 𝑖𝑡ℎ-order neighbors of node v as followed: 
𝐼(𝑣, 𝑆𝑖𝑣 | 𝛽) = 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑛𝑖  | 𝛽) = 1 − (1 − 𝛽
𝑖)
𝑛𝑖
,                       (6) 
where ni is the number of spreaders of 𝑆𝑖𝑣. Combining Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), we can express the total 
influence from spreader set S exerted on arbitrary non-spreader node v under a given infected probability 
𝛽 as followed: 
𝐼(𝑣, 𝑛1, 𝑛2, 𝑛3 | 𝛽) = [1 − (1 − 𝛽
1)𝑛1] + [1 − (1 − 𝛽2)𝑛2] + [1 − (1 − 𝛽3)𝑛3].  (7) 
Finally, based on Eq.(1) and Eq.(7), we can calculate the total influence exerted on a non-spreader 
node v from the spreader set S under the infected probability 𝛽 . The Redundant Influence of a 
non-spreader node v is the part of total influence exceeding its upper limit which is showed as followed:  
𝑅𝐼(𝑣, 𝑛1, 𝑛2, 𝑛3 | 𝛽) = {
0                    𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑛1, 𝑛2, 𝑛3|𝛽) ≤ 1
𝐼(𝑣, 𝑛1, 𝑛2, 𝑛3 | 𝛽) − 1    𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑛1, 𝑛2, 𝑛3|𝛽) > 1
 .    (8) 
The Ep.(8) indicates that the influence overlap will cause negative effect when existing redundant 
influence, which is affected by both the infected probability and the location of spreaders. Then to verify 
the validity of this theoretical method, we present two algorithms for multiple spreaders identification 
based on eliminating the redundant influence calculated by Eq.(8). 
2.2 The Degree-Redundant-Influence algorithm 
 Eliminating the redundant influence is important for influence maximization, but it is not reasonable 
to select all the spreaders at the marginal of the network, so we have to make trade-offs between selecting 
influential nodes and eliminating redundant influence. Lots of indices have been proposed to characterize 
influential nodes (Harrigan et al., 2012; Larsen and Ellersgaard, 2017), while considering the simplicity 
and practicality of the operation, we choose the node degree as the index for measuring node importance. 
Combining the node degree index and the method for calculating redundant influence, we present a new 
algorithm for multiple spreaders identification, namely Degree-Redundant-Influence algorithm (DRI). The 
operation steps of the DRI algorithm shows as followed, and the core idea of DRI algorithm is that keeping 
no redundant influence for all the non-spreader nodes when iteratively selecting each spreaders. In addition, 
to improve the efficiency of DRI algorithm, we filter out the nodes with the degree 1, as these marginal 
nodes are lack of spreading ability. Compared with the previous greedy algorithms (Xia et al., 2016) that 
converge when selecting fix number of spreaders m, the DRI can also converge automatically when 
arbitrarily adding a spreader will have redundant influence, which is helpful for managers to quickly figure 
out how many spreaders they real need in practice application. 
The DRI algorithm 
Input: Network G=(V,E), infect probability 𝛽 
Output: Spreader set  𝑆 ← {𝑠1, 𝑠2, … , 𝑠𝑚} 
1.  Sort nodes by degree 𝑉′ ←{𝑣1
′ , 𝑣2
′ , … 𝑣𝑁
′ } where 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣1
′ ) ≥ 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣2
′ ) ≥ ⋯ ≥ 𝑑𝑒 𝑔(𝑣𝑁
′ )     
2.  𝑆 ← ∅                   
3.  for 𝑖 ← 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑛 𝐝𝐨 
4.     if  len(S) >m then 
5.         exit                 # converge condition 1. 
6.     else if  deg (𝑣𝑖
′ ) >1 then    # filter out the marginal nodes 
7.          𝑆 ← 𝑆 ∪  𝑣𝑖
′            # take node 𝑣𝑖
′  as an alternative spreader 
8.         for 𝑢𝑗 ∈ V-S do      
9.               𝑅𝐼 ← 𝑅𝐼(𝑢𝑗)      # use Eq.(8) to calculate redundant influence 
10.            if 𝑅𝐼 > 0 then    # exist node 𝑢𝑗  which has redundant influence 
11.               S← S − 𝑣𝑖
′      # 𝑣𝑖
′ cannot be a spreader and try 𝑣𝑖+1
′  
12.            exit 
14.        end  
2.3 The Degree-Second-order-Neighbors algorithm 
 The DRI algorithm can completely eliminate the redundant influence, while traversing the network 
continuously to judge where existing redundant influence for all non-spreader nodes cost so much time. So 
for large-scale social networks, we present a heuristic algorithm to decrease computing complexity for 
spreaders identification. By analyzing Eq.(7) and Eq.(8), we find that the redundant influence is affected 
by the number of spreaders located within the third-order neighbors of a non-spreader node v (𝑛1, 𝑛2, 𝑛3) 
and the infected probability (𝛽) between nodes. In this paper, we assume that the network is homogeneous, 
that is, the probability of infection between nodes is the same. Therefore, the only way to eliminate 
redundant influence is changing the location of spreaders. Inspired by this idea, we create an optimal 
question to find the feature of spreaders location targeting on keeping no redundant influence. 
 The target function is to find the maximizing number of spreaders that located within three-order 
neighbors of a non-spreader node without redundant influence. The varibles 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 represent the 
number of spreaders respectively located at the first-order, second-order and third-order neighbors of a 
non-spreader node v. At the same time, we set that 𝑥1 ≤ 𝑥2 ≤ 𝑥3 , because from the perspective of 
universality, the number of high-order neighbors is much larger than the number of nodes in low-order 
neighbors, so there will be more spreaders in high-order neighbors. On the other hand, this condition also 
limits the concentrate location of spreaders around a certain node. Therefore, under a fixed infected 
probability 𝛽, for an any non-spreader node v, the optimal problem can be denoted as followed: 
               Maximize argmin RI (𝑣, 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 | 𝛽) 
(9) 
Subject to 
{
𝑥1 ≤ 𝑥2 ≤ 𝑥3
𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 ∈ 𝑁
𝛽 ∈ 𝑅+     
 
 
Solving the above optimal problem, we can get different solutions of (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3) for different value 
of infected probability 𝛽, the results are presented in Table1. From the Table1, we find that the value of 
𝑥1 is the dominating factor to cause redundant influence, for example, increasing the value of 𝑥1 will 
significantly decrease the maximum value of 𝑥2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥3 (i.e: for 𝛽=0.3, (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3) = (1,7,8) 𝑜𝑟 (2,4,7)). The 
most important finding is that when there are two or more spreaders in the first-order neighbors of the 
non-spreader node v, it is more likely to cause redundant influence on node v. In other words, the 
first-order neighbors shared by spreaders are prone to have redundant influence, such as the node v1 in 
Fig.1. Thus in order to reduce the redundant influence, there is preferably no common first-order neighbors 
between any pair of spreaders, which means the distance between spreaders is preferably greater than two. 
This finding is also consistent with lots of previous studies (Liu et al., 2016; Shrestha et al., 2015; Yang 
and Huang, 2017) that measuring the influence of a spreader within its second-order neighbors. 
15.    else 
16.         exit                 # converge condition 2. 
18.  end 
19.  return S 
Table 1: The solutions of the optimal problem with different 𝛽, 
  Maximize (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3) 
 𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 
 𝛽 =0.50 1 1 2 
𝛽 =0.50 0 3 4 
𝛽 =0.45 1 2 2 
𝛽 =0.45 0 4 5 
𝛽 =0.40 1 2 6 
𝛽 =0.40 0 6 6 
𝛽 =0.35 2 2 4 
𝛽 =0.35 1 4 6 
𝛽 =0.35 0 8 9 
𝛽 =0.30 3 3 3 
𝛽 =0.30 2 4 7 
𝛽 =0.30 1 7 8 
𝛽 =0.30 0 12 13 
𝛽 =0.25 4 4 5 
𝛽 =0.25 3 6 6 
𝛽 =0.25 2 8 9 
𝛽 =0.25 1 12 13 
𝛽 =0.25 0 20 20 
The DSN algorithm 
Input: Network G=(V,E), infect probability 𝛽, the number of the spreaders m 
Output: Spreader set  𝑆 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, … , 𝑠𝑚} 
1.  Sort nodes by degree 𝑉′ ←{𝑣1
′ , 𝑣2
′ , … 𝑣𝑁
′ } where 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣1
′ ) ≥ 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣2
′ ) ≥ ⋯ ≥ 𝑑𝑒 𝑔(𝑣𝑁
′ )  
2.  𝑆 ← ∅   
3.  for 𝑖 ← 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑛 𝐝𝐨 
4.      if  len(S) >m then 
5.          exit                          # the converge condition 
6.      else if deg (𝑣𝑖
′ ) >1 then              # filter out the marginal nodes 
7.          sign ← 1                     # record whether the alternative spreader 𝑣𝑖
′ fit the condition 
In term of this important finding, we present a new heuristic algorithm, namely 
Degree-Second-order-Neighbor algorithm (DSN), for multiple spreaders identification. We still utilize the 
node degree to represent node importance and request the distance between each pair of spreaders should 
greater than two to eliminate redundant influence. The detail process of the DSN method is showed in 
following table. The core step of DSN algorithm is judging whether the shortest distance between the 
alternative node and all the selected spreaders exceed two. To improve the efficiency of the DSN algorithm, 
we also filter out the marginal nodes in the network as DRI algorithm. The DSN method is suitable for 
large-scale social network for avoid repeating scan the whole network, and the running time of DSN 
algorithm is between O(log n+𝑚(𝑚 + 1) 2⁄ ) to O(log n + mn) corresponding to the best and worst 
scenarios. The m, n are the number of spreaders and total nodes in the network.  
3. Data description 
The empirical analysis is based on four online social networks with different network topologies 
which can significantly affect the influence spreading (Piedrahita et al., 2018), including node average 
degree (Harrigan et al., 2012), clustering coefficient (Ventresca and Aleman, 2013; Vriens and Corten, 
2018) and average nodes distance (Yamaguchi, 2002). We have choose four empirical datasets with 
different social relationship and structural characteristics from openly accessed (Rossi and Ahmed, 2015), 
including Ca-GrQc, email, Soc-hamsterster and Facebook networks.  
The Ca-GrQc network (Rossi and Ahmed, 2015) is an Arxiv General Relativity and Quantum 
Cosmology collaborate network in which nodes and links represent scientists and scientific collaborations. 
Such networks tend to have local clustering structure and a little connections between different 
communities, as establishing scientific collaborations is slow and difficult (De Stefano et al., 2013; 
Lopaciuk-Gonczaryk, 2016). For example, scholars in the same laboratory will cooperate with each other, 
and scholars' exchanges between different institutions will connect some small groups together. Therefore, 
the nodes in Ca-GrQc network have higher clustering coefficient, small average degree and long average 
distance.  
The email network (Guimera et al., 2003; Rossi and Ahmed, 2015) is collected from the University 
Rovirai Virgili in Tarragona in the south of Catalonia in Spain. Nodes in this email communication 
network represents the users, and the edges indicate that at least one email has sent between the users. 
Email network is an important medium for information dissemination(Johnson et al., 2012), for example 
merchants often use email to recommend their products to users, and good products will further put 
forwarded to their friends by these users. The establishment of email relationships is much easier than 
8.          for 𝑠𝑖  ∈  𝑆 do 
9.              Dis ← Distance(𝑣𝑖
′ , 𝑠𝑖)      # calculate the distance between node 𝑣𝑖
′ and spreaders 
10.              if Dis < 3 do              # the identifying condition 
11.                 sign ← 0  
12.                 exit         
13.          end 
14.     if sign = 1 then 
15.          𝑆 ← 𝑆 ∪  𝑣𝑖
′                    # sign=1 indicates the node 𝑣𝑖
′  fit the identifying conditions 
16.  end 
17.  Return S 
scientific collaboration, so compared with the Ca-GrQc networks, the average degree of each nodes will 
be bigger and the average nodes distance will be shorter. At the same time, most people in the email 
network are not familiar with each other, so the nodes clustering coefficient will be relatively lower in 
email network. 
 The Soc-hamsterster (Hamsterster; Rossi and Ahmed, 2015b) network consist of the friendships and 
family links between the users of the website, where people can share the information about the movies, 
music and so on. Compared with scientist network and email network, it is easier to establish relationship 
based on common hobbies, for example, people can freely exchange their opinion about the movies and 
music with any strangers without any cost. So the nodes in the network will have more average friends 
and tend to be close with each other.    
The Facebook social network (Traud et al., 2012; Rossi and Ahmed, 2015b) is an online social 
friendship network extracted form Facebook. Apparently, the users are the nodes and online friendship 
ties are the edges in this network. The edges are considering without direction and weight, i.e. an edge 
exits as long as user pages reciprocate “friendship” between them. We apply the largest connected 
component of the network in this work since we would test spreading influence in the connected network.  
Four network datasets employed in this work are all undirected and unweighted. The descriptive 
statistics of each network are shown in the Table 2. The network size refer to the number of nodes N and 
edges E. The average degree 〈𝑘〉 show the information of density of the network. The average distance 
〈𝑑〉 offers the average shortest number of steps from one node to another. The clustering coefficient C 
represent the ratio that the friends of the same node connect with each other. Additionally, these four 
empirical networks illustrate the highly heterogeneous nature of scale-free networks, so we calculated 
their respective epidemic thresholds according to the method  𝛽𝑐 = 〈𝑘〉 〈𝑘
2〉⁄  (Pastor-Satorras and 
Vespignani, 2002) and used  𝛽𝑐 as the basis for selecting 𝛽 in our experiments.  
 
Table 2: The descriptive statistics of the Ca-GrQc, Email, Soc-hamsterster and Facebook networks, including 
the number of nodes N, the number of edges E, the average degree 〈𝑘〉, the average distance between each 
pair of nodes 〈𝑑〉and clustering coefficient C and the epidemic thresholds 𝛽𝑐 . 
Network N E 〈𝑘〉 〈𝑑〉 C  𝛽𝑐 
Ca-GrQc 4,158 13,422 6.46 6.05 0.56 0.06 
Email 1,133 5,450 9.62 3.61 0.22 0.05 
Soc-hamsterster 2,000 16,097 16.09 3.59 0.54 0.02 
Facebook 30,106 1,176,489 78.16 3.06 0.21 0.006 
 
4. Experimental result analysis 
In this part of work, we compare our two algorithms DRI and DSN with three state-in-the-art 
algorithms to verify the negative effect of redundant influence for the influence maximization. We choose 
the Neighborhood Coreness based algorithm—NC (Bae and Kim, 2014) as a baseline algorithm as it 
ignores the effect of influence overlap when identifying multiple spreaders. At the same time, we compare 
our algorithms with the Node Disconnect algorithm—ND (Kitsak et al., 2010) and Collective Influence 
algorithm—CI (Morone and Makse, 2015), which have consider the effect from influence overlap in two 
different views, but failed to distinguish the redundant influence. The main experimental process consists 
of two steps. First, we identify the same number of spreaders by different algorithms for each network. It is 
worth pointing out that the DRI algorithm has two convergence conditions, so the number of spreaders on 
some networks will be smaller than other algorithms. Then, we implement the simulation under SIR 
diffusion model and utilize the average infected fraction (AIF) to express the spreading influence. Based 
on the simulation results, we further analyze the relationship between the redundant influence and the 
maximum influence produced different spreaders. The results show that with the same infected probability 
𝛽, when increasing the number of spreaders m, the emergence of redundant influence is accompanied by 
the convergence of the maximum influence. 
All the experiments conducted on a computer running an Intel i7-2600k processor at 3.4GHz with 
16GB of RAM, and the time spent on networks generation is lower than 5 second even size of network is 
over 30,000 nodes. Each simulation repeated for 100 times to ensure the stability of experimental results. 
4.1 SIR diffusion model 
   The SIR model was initially used to describe the mechanism of disease transmission and was later 
widely used in various information dissemination models (Iribarren and Moro, 2011; Ventresca and 
Aleman, 2013).The nodes in SIR model have three different states: susceptible, infected and recover. The 
infected nodes can infect susceptible one that change its state into infected, but the recover one will not 
change its state again. In the simulation, the influence spreading is step by step, and in each step, the 
infected nodes will infect their susceptible friends in probability 𝛽, then transform to the state of recover 
in probabilityγ. From the perspective of influence maximization, it will affected by the ratio of 𝛽 𝛾⁄  and 
number of spreaders m. So we assume that the recovery probability of all infected nodes is 1and only 
change the value of 𝛽 as previous work (Wang et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018). Besides this, we assume 
that the network is homogeneous and so that the infected probability 𝛽 is the same between all the nodes. 
4.2 Result analysis 
We compare these five algorithms based on the average infected fraction (AIF) on four empirical 
datasets. In this paper, we set the number of spreaders in each network range from 10 to 100 and separated 
by10, and we set the infected probability 𝛽 in Ca-GrQc network, Email network and Soc-hamsterster 
network changing from 0.2 to 0.4 and separated by 0.05, the 𝛽 in Facebook network changing from 0.03 
to 0.09 and separated by 0.02. The setting of 𝛽  is in term of the epidemical threshold 𝛽𝑐 of the 
corresponding networks. We show the change of AIF with spreading steps (T) with a specifically pair of m 
and n in Fig. 3, where m=100 in four social networks except mDRI=30 in Email network and mDRI=48 in 
Soc-hamsterster network. From Fig.3, one can find that the AIF produced by the spreaders identified by 
DSN algorithm is larger than other algorithms on Ca-GrQc, Email and Soc-hamsterster networks. 
Additionally, the number of spreaders identified by DRI algorithm is less than ND, CI and NC algorithms, 
but produce more AIF than the spreaders identified by these three methods. As for ignoring the effect of 
influence overlap, the spreaders identified by NC algorithm can diffuse the influence faster in the early 
stage of influence propagation but produce less AIF when spreading convergence. We also find an 
interesting phenomenon that all the spreaders have produced similar AIF on Facebook network, where the 
spreading influence have diffused to the most of the nodes in the network and convergent fast within four 
steps. The simulations of other pair of m and 𝛽 have the same result and we will show them in Appendix. 
Figure 3: (Color online) The average infected fraction (AIF) with the spreading step (T). Each algorithm selects 100 
spreaders in each networks, except DRI algorithm only identifies 48 spreaders for Soc-hamsterster network and 30 spreaders 
for email network. From figure one can find that the spreaders selected by DSN algorithm produce larger AIF on Ca-GrQc, 
Email and Soc-hamsterster networks. 
 Based on the simulation results, we calculated the Redundant Influence (RI) generated by the 
spreaders on CA-GrQc network, Email network and Soc-hamsterster network, and analyze the relationship 
between the RI and corresponding AIF. As the spreaders identified by the DRI algorithm naturely eliminate 
the redundant infleunce by its identifying mechnism, we normalize the AIF produced by different 
algorithms based on the DRI algorithm, denoted as AIF
*
, where AIF*X= (AIFX - AIFDRI )/ AIFDRI and the 
variable X reprensents different algorithms. The Figue 4 has represented the redudant infleunce RI and 
normalized average infected fractionAIF
*
 with the increasing number of spreaders m from 10 to 100 based 
on a specifically infected probability 𝛽. From the Fig.4, one can find that the emergence of redundant 
influence is often accompanied by a obviously decline in the normalized average infected fration AIF
*
, for 
example, the AIF
* 
of the NC algorithm decreases until have more spreaders than the DRI algorithm in all 
three networks. The spreaders identified by the DSN algorithm produce largest AIF
*
 conpared with other 
baseline algorithms for continuesly keeping seldom redundant infleunce when increasing the spreader 
number. Conversly, though both the CI and ND algorithms have tried to reduce the influence overlap of 
spreaders, they failed to completely eliminate the redundant influence, which result an inferior 
performance compared with the DRI and DSN algorithm on the Email and Soc-hamsterster networks. The 
results with other infected probability 𝛽 have been represented in Appedix. 
 
Figure 4: (Color online) The Redundant Influence RI (a)-(c) and the normalized Average Infected Fraction AIF* (d)-(f) with 
the increasing number of spreaders (m) identified by different algorithms. The normalized average infected fraction AIF* of 
different algorithms are normalized based on DRI algorithm (blue dot line), where AIF*X= (AIFX - AIFDRI )/ AIFDRI, and the 
varible X represents different algorithm. 
5 Practical properties of DSN algorithm 
   The simulation results represented in Fig.3 and Fig.4 have demonstrated the validity of our method for 
quantifying influence ovelarp and redundant infleunce. So in this sectoin we further test the practical 
properties of our algorithm. As the DRI algorithm has high compute complexity, we only consider about 
the DSN algorithm to test its practical properties from two aspects: stability test and spreader properties 
analysis. Previous work have found that it is difficult to get the complete structure information in 
real-world social networks (de la Haye et al., 2017; Jorgensen et al., 2018). So keeping stability with 
incompleted network information is important for multiple spreaders identification algorithm. Another 
vital question is identifying the spreaders advertised and cheap activated, which is defined as ecominic 
value (Growiec et al., 2018). This is why many companies now choose a group of web bloggers to 
recommend their products instead of celebrity endorsement (Morales et al., 2014).  
5.1 Stability Test 
As it is difficult to contain the whole network structure information in real-world social networks, we 
test the stability of the DSN algorithm by identifying the multiple spreaders on the network without part of 
nodes and their links ranging from 5% to 30%. The network may be disconnecting after removing part of 
nodes and edges, we therefore identify the spreaders from the largest connected components and 
implement simulations on the original network. We compare the average infected fraction AIF produced 
by the spreaders with different pair of spreader number m and infected probability 𝛽, which are shown in 
the Figure 5. We can find from the Fig.5 that, for the same spreader number m and infected probability 𝛽, 
the AIF produced by the spreaders identified from different networks without 5% to 30% structure 
information are similar with each other, and the largest variation is within 1% shown in the subgraph b of 
Fig.5, which suggests that the DSN algorithm is stable on the social network without complete structure 
information. 
 
Figure 5: (Color online) The average infected fraction AIF produced by the spreaders for different networks and parameters. 
5.2 The properties of spreaders 
In most situation, we not only consider about the maximum spreading influence, but also care about 
the cost we spend on activating these spreaders. For example, in viral marketing, it is important for every 
marketing manager to select the users with low activation costs but can achieve good publicity to promote 
their products, which corresponding to the nodes with lower degree and k-core value (Venkatesh et al., 
2016). Therefore, we compare the average degrees 〈𝑘〉 and average k-core 〈k-core〉 of the spreaders selected 
by the DSN algorithm and other algorithms including the CI, NC, and ND algorithms. The results are 
showed in Fig.6, which suggests that the spreaders selected by the DSN algorithms have the smallest 
average degree 〈𝑘〉  and average k-core 〈k-core〉 for most networks, which is more significant when 
increasing the number of spreaders.   
 Figure 6: (Color online) The average degree 〈𝑘〉 (a) and average k-core 〈k-core〉 (b) of the spreaders identified by four 
different algorithms on each social network. 
6. Conclusions and future work 
   In this paper, we take a nuanced look at influence overlap and argue that the redundant influence 
generated by excessive influence overlap will cause negative effect for maximizing spreading influence. 
We first give a definition for the influence overlap, and then propose a theoretical method to quantify the 
influence overlap from the view of probability, that is, calculating the probability the non-spreader node 
will be infected by the spreader set. We define the Redundant Influence as the part of probability exceed 
the upper limit of a non-spreader node can be infected. Inspired by the idea of eliminating the redundant 
influence to maximize spreading influence, we present two algorithms for multiple spreaders identification. 
The first algorithm, namely Degree-Redundant-Influence algorithm, identifies the spreader in the order of 
node degree and keeping none redundant influence of non-spreader nodes by repeatedly traversing the 
whole network. The second algorithm, namely Degree-Second-order-Neighbors algorithm, identifies the 
spreaders in the order of node degree and eliminate the redundant influence by keeping the distance among 
each pair of spreaders exceed two, which is acquired by the solution of an optimal question focus on 
spreaders distribution. 
We simulate the influence spreading with the SIR model for four empirical social networks, the 
experimental results compared with three state-in-the-art algorithms including the CI, NC and ND 
algorithms have demonstrated the validity of our theoretical method for measure the redundant influence. 
One can find that the spreaders generating more redundant influence produce less average infected fraction 
under the same infected probability. In addition, we find that the DRI algorithm can roughly pre-determine 
the necessary number of spreaders by automatically converging to the largest spreader set without 
redundant influence. And the DSN algorithm can identify the spreaders producing largest AIF in 
simulation, so we further test its practical properties by stability test and spreader properties analysis. The 
results show that the DSN algorithm is valid even 30% of the network structure information is missing, 
and the spreaders identified by the DSN algorithm have smaller average node degree and k-core values.  
Though this work has contributed to the question of maximizing spreading influence from both 
theoretical and practical aspects, there are two aspects that deserve future consideration. An important and 
strong assumption in this paper is that all the nodes in the network are homogeneous susceptible to the 
influence spreading, while most nodes in real world prone to be heterogeneous . Recent research have 
demonstrated that the susceptibility of the nodes will be decided by their topological features (Sewell, 
2018, 2017) and individual attributes (Larsen and Ellersgaard, 2017). One approach to combine the node 
heterogeneous information in our method is to create a function to measure infected probability, which 
could be designed to contain the factors of nodes topological features and individual attributes. While the 
current research have not produced a paradigm for measuring node heterogeneity, so the validity of this 
approach still need further investigation. 
Another study worthy of further discussion is how to achieve maximum influence within a limited 
period. In the experiments of this paper, we find that eliminating the redundant influence has a significant 
improvement in extending the maximum spreading influence, but at the expense of the initial propagation 
speed. While the development of social platforms gives users the opportunity to choose more topics, so the 
duration of a topic that can become a hotspot and spread widely is not very long. So how to identify the 
spreaders can produce the maximizing spreading influence while taking into account the speed of 
information dissemination, it is worth more research. 
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